
Hash Trash #1872
The glorious, notorious BIG BLAP III

 Trail began in the parking lot of an out-of-business 
Wal-Mart (can that happen to a Wal-Mart?) and started out 
looking like a pavement pounder. Then things took a turn for 
the wet. This wasn’t so much a trail as several swims with a 
bit of intermittent running through the woods. I did enjoy 
leaping across creeks and frolicking in the TP-laden woods 
like a young spring fawn. Oh, then there were the brambles. 
The last half mile was a straightaway through thorns that 
made concertina wire look like soft merino yarn. But, the 
delicious beer and succulent chili courtesy of le Cuisine de 
Slut made up for it. 

Just read the damn website, would you?

“Everything is better with bacon.” - Anonymous

Virgin: Just Dennis, a lover of llamas
New Co-On Secs: Pull the Prick Out and Cock in a Box
Reboots: too many despicable, rebooting bastards to record
Analversaries: Birth – lots of dicks, 1 chick; Ramrod – 4 years of hashing, Blow 
Hole & Whale Tail – being named at Pig Blap II
Hash Analversaries: Speedbumps – 25 runs (well done and get a fucking life)
Naming: : Just Eric will henceforth be known as “Hole” because he finally got it in

This week’s crimes included (but may not have been limited to):
Having a photo shoot during circle: La Situation
Losing the Luber Tower in one’s own garage: McPisser
For a thorny ending: The Hares
Being towed through the water crossings: Platterpuss
Tech on trail: Tender Vittles (also for being Dead Fucking Last)
Not setting his clock to the new time (last year): E Z Fag
Having age envy: Blow Hole
Shitty accusations: Master Chugger
Some crime I forgot to record: Tortilla Pad
Being almost Francais: Heartache
Vining Ramrod: Ramrod and BP
Wearing a racist shirt: Shigmata
For being Hole: Hole
For those fabulous tan lines: Grind Slut
Because trail was only 95% shiggy: The Hares
For making chili from people: Grind Slut
Peeing on Hashers: One-Eyed Snake Charmer
Being a pussy Alaskan: Manwich
Wearing a home-grown sweater in circle: Hole
For assisted molestation: Ramrod
Missing out on the molestation: Hole

Hosted by Hares: Grind Slut (and his Speedo tan lines) and McPisser
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It’s Accusation Time !

Announcements


